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Letter from the Editors

The Common Core Standards for Mathematical Practices describe mathematical habits of mind that teachers should help students develop. One of these practices points to the need for students to “construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others” (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices, Council of Chief State School Officers, 2010). Frequently teachers interpret this practice with a narrow focus, believing that having students write their explanations is the best way to address and develop this practice. While having our students write in mathematics class is incredibly important, it is not the only way to develop their abilities to reason mathematically. In fact, teachers who engage their students in mathematical discourse on a regular basis may well be providing their students with rich opportunities to reason mathematically and to defend and understand the reasoning of others.

When students are required to share their thinking or a strategy for problem solving it pushes them to clarify and solidify their mathematical understanding. Chapin, O’Conner, and Anderson (2013) suggest that there are “five reasons talk is critical to teaching and learning” (p. xv): (1) talk can reveal understanding and misunderstanding, (2) talk supports robust learning by boosting memory, (3) talk supports deeper reasoning, (4) talk supports language development, and (5) talk supports development of social skills. The importance of mathematical discourse and student discussion in mathematics classes is not a new idea. We simply need to embrace it and provide our students the necessary environment to explain their thinking – first by talking and then in writing!

Juliana Utley  
Stacy Reeder

When teaching mathematics courses for prospective mathematics teachers, we spend a great deal of time trying to help these future teachers develop a broad conceptual understanding about the most basic concepts of arithmetic. In accord with the expectations of NCTM’s *Principles and Standards for School Mathematics* (2000), we use questions like “What does the addition sign really mean?” and “How many different ways can you assign meaning to the concept of division?” to get our preservice teachers to think more deeply about the mathematics they will be teaching. The class discussion generated from these questions begins to acquaint the future teachers with the ideas of Cognitively Guided Instruction (Carpenter et al., 1999).

As an example, consider the problem 7 - 3. We asked a class of pre-service mathematics teachers to model this arithmetic problem with a word problem. Out of 32 students, all constructed a problem that involved starting with seven objects and removing three of them to see how many were remaining. Typical examples included, “There are seven birds in a yard and three fly away. How many are left?” In the language of Carpenter et al. (1999), this model is an example of the problem type *Separate (result unknown)*. We tried to generate some more examples in class, but everyone agreed that any model for 7 - 3 would look similar to ones they had already done.

Of course, there are other models for 7 - 3. Consider the following example:

“Jim has 3 golf balls. Sidney gives him some more golf balls. Now Jim has 7 golf balls. How many did Sidney give to Jim?”

Carpenter et al. (1999) identified this problem type as *Join (change unknown)*. It is a perfectly good model for 7 - 3. However, the question remains: *Why did none of our students think of examples that would be classified as a join problem?*

The same issues regarding the formation of meaning in mathematics also come up when we work with in-service teachers. During a recent dialogue with a group of in-service teachers at a professional development workshop, the topic of integer arithmetic came up. Specifically, one of the teachers asked, “How do we teach integer arithmetic so that it *makes sense* to the students without them having to memorize a bunch of rules?” We proposed
using the *Balloons and Sandbags* activity (Herzog, 2008). This activity is easy to understand, requires few classroom materials, and it is based on a principle from cognitive psychology known as *embodied mathematics*.

**Embodied Mathematics**

Embodied mathematics is a natural outgrowth of scientific work in embodied cognition (Pecher & Zwaan, 2005; Wilson, 2002). It was brought to a wider audience with the work of G. Lakoff and R. Nunez (2000) in their book, *Where Mathematics Comes From*. Lakoff and Nunez make a strong case that all mathematical thought, even the most advanced mathematics, is a result of humans using *conceptual metaphors* to conceptualize abstract thought in terms of embodied, sensory-motor experiences. In other words, we think about abstract mathematical concepts in terms of much simpler, body-based experiences. To understand how this works, let's first consider a non-mathematical example of a conceptual metaphor.

A conceptual metaphor (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980) is not exactly the same thing as a figure of speech (a literary metaphor). Rather, a conceptual metaphor is a way of thinking about something abstract in terms of something else with which we have prior sensory-motor experience. For example, consider the metaphor **AFFECTION = WARMTH**. As the reader may recognize, this metaphor is at the root of many conventional American English expressions, such as:

- “She warmed up to him”
- “We haven't broken the ice yet”

Notice that in these linguistic examples, there is a strong correspondence between the structure of the abstract idea **affection** and the embodied idea of **warmth**. Affection is conceptualized as warmth, whereas disaffection is conceptualized as the opposite of warmth, or cold.

How do these ideas apply to mathematical thought? Lakoff and Nunez (2000) present many conceptual metaphors that they believe form the basis for our mathematical ideas. For the purposes of this article, we will only focus on one metaphor that underlies simple arithmetic: **arithmetic = object collection**. With this metaphor, the ideas of simple arithmetic (order, addition, subtraction) are thought of in terms of the embodied experience of collecting objects. Specifically, the structured metaphorical correspondence is listed in Table 1.
Notice that this seems to be precisely what is guiding the Join/Separate principles in Carpenter et al. (1999). In the language of embodied mathematics, addition is simply a metaphorical extension of the embodied experience of putting two collections together (joining), and subtraction is a metaphorical extension of the embodied experience of taking a smaller collection away from a larger collection (separating).

At this point, we should have some insight to our original problem: why did none of our students think of the “addition with a missing addend” model for $7 - 3$? Using the ideas of embodied mathematics, we posit the following explanation. Because the students are seeing the operation as subtraction, and since subtraction is conceptualized (via the ARITHMETIC = OBJECT COLLECTION metaphor) as a process of taking away, each of the students’ models involved taking away. There is no reason, cognitively, for a subtraction problem such as $7 - 3$ to have been modeled as $3 + N = 7$, since the latter is perceptually an addition problem. Mathematically, they are the same, but cognitively, they are completely different.

Based on this basic arithmetic metaphor, does it follow that integer arithmetic is structured cognitively as object collection? Integer arithmetic is often difficult for students

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>OBJECT COLLECTION</strong></th>
<th><strong>ARITHMETIC</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Collections of objects</td>
<td>Numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the same size</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The size of the collection</td>
<td>The size of the number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bigger</td>
<td>Greater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smaller</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The smallest collection</td>
<td>The unit (One)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Putting collections together</td>
<td>Addition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking a smaller collection</td>
<td>Subtraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>from a larger collection</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The conceptual metaphor “ARITHMETIC = OBJECT COLLECTION”
of all ages to master because it seems to be just a collection of rules; that is, it lacks an embodied foundation. For example, to calculate 3 - (-5), one simply changes the two negatives to a positive and adds 3 and 5 to get 8. This, of course, is one of the easier rules; the rest can be even more difficult or confusing to students. So, when teachers approach us about how to teach integer arithmetic for understanding using embodied mathematics, we often look to the *Balloons and Sandbags* activity (Herzog, 2008).

**Embodied Integer Arithmetic with Balloons and Sandbags**

Balloons and Sandbags is a conceptual model of integer arithmetic where each balloon represents a positive quantity and each sandbag represents a negative quantity. The idea stems from the physical interpretation that a balloon lifts upward and a sandbag would fall to the ground. The basic idea is that each balloon exerts an equal and opposite force to each sandbag. So, for example, an addition problem such as 3 + (-2) could be modeled as starting with three balloons (an upward lift of 3 units) and adding two sandbags (a downward pull of 2 units), resulting in a net upward lift of 1 unit (see Figure 1). Hence, 3 + (-2) = 1. Notice that with this representation, the operation of addition is still conceptualized as “putting two collections together.” Contrast this with the “rule” which states “a plus and a minus together equals a minus, so it’s three minus two.” In this case, a student is forced to give up his or her embodied conception of addition as “joining” in favor of a rule with no reason. At best, this perplexes the student; at worst, it reinforces the negative stereotype that mathematics is just a bunch of rules.

Any integer addition or subtraction problem can be modeled with the Balloons and Sandbags activity. To guide our discussion, we consider two main classes of problems: problems involving addition (joining) and problems involving subtraction (separating).

**Addition Problems**

For example, consider the problem –4 + 7. This problem would be modeled by starting with 4 sandbags (to represent downward pull of 4 units embodied in the integer –4). The action that occurs is adding 7 balloons. Since every balloon exerts an equal and opposite force on every sandbag, the 4 sandbags pair with 4 of the newly added balloons so that each pair gives a net lift of 0 units (see Figure 2). All that remains are 3 balloons, which each have positive lift. Hence, the answer is –4 + 7 = 3.
As another example, consider \(-3 + (-4)\). Again, this problem would start with 3 sandbags, to which we would add 4 more sandbags (see Figure 3). This gives a total of 7 sandbags, resulting in a net lift of \(-7\). Hence, the answer is \(-3 + (-4) = -7\).

**Subtraction Problems**

For example, consider the problem 3 - (-5). Note that even though the popular strategy for solving this problem involves changing this to 3 + 5, this is technically a subtraction problem. Using the Balloons and Sandbags model, we may model this by starting with three
balloons. The problem is asking us to remove five sandbags from this collection. This is impossible to do since we are only starting with three balloons. This requires the addition of what we technically term "zero pairs;" that is, balloon/sandbag pairs with a net lift of 0 units. Through class discussion, we discuss what different configurations of balloons would result in the same net lift as three balloons would; for example, starting with 3 balloons, no number of zero pairs that we add to this collection will change the net lift of 3 units provided by these 3 balloons. Specifically, 3 balloons with 5 balloon/sandbag pairs would still exert a net lift of 3 balloons. However, this configuration does indeed have 5 sandbags to remove; if we remove them, we are left with 8 balloons (see Figure 4). Hence, 3 - (-5) = 8. Once again, the “taking away” conception of subtraction is preserved, as opposed to the rule that says that this subtraction problem is really an addition problem. Note, however, how the solution of this problem through the Balloons and Sandbags activity does indeed give some insight as to why this rule works in general, giving the student a chance to discover the rule on his/her own. Since the student added five balloon/sandbag pairs to the configuration in order to have five sandbags to remove, the idea of addition has been introduced to the situation. Also, since the sandbags were removed but the balloons remained, the student actually added the opposite (the balloons) of what he wanted to take away (the sandbags), thus leading to the idea of subtraction being equivalent to “adding the opposite.”

Figure 3. Balloons and sandbags representation of -3 + (-4)
As another example illustrating the technique of adding zero pairs, consider the example \(-3 - 4\). The more mathematically sophisticated student will notice that this problem has the same answer as the problem \(-3 + (-4)\) that we solved above. However, let us model the problem as it is presented: as a subtraction problem. The problem states that we start with 3 sandbags, and the intended action is to remove 4 balloons. Since we have no balloons, we need to introduce them without changing the net lift of the system; again, we can accomplish this by adding zero pairs. To be able to remove 4 balloons, it is sufficient to add 4 balloon/sandbag pairs. After we remove the 4 balloons, one can see that we are left with 7 sandbags (see Figure 5). Hence, the solution to the problem is \(-3 - 4 = -7\).

As another example illustrating the technique of adding zero pairs, consider the example \(-3 - 4\). The more mathematically sophisticated student will notice that this problem has the same answer as the problem \(-3 + (-4)\) that we solved above. However, let us model the problem as it is presented: as a subtraction problem. The problem states that we start with 3 sandbags, and the intended action is to remove 4 balloons. Since we have no balloons, we need to introduce them without changing the net lift of the system; again, we can accomplish this by adding zero pairs. To be able to remove 4 balloons, it is sufficient to add 4 balloon/sandbag pairs. After we remove the 4 balloons, one can see that we are left with 7 sandbags (see Figure 5). Hence, the solution to the problem is \(-3 - 4 = -7\).
The Balloons and Sandbags model is easy to use in the classroom. The only materials needed are something to represent balloons and something to represent sandbags. For children just beginning to investigate integer arithmetic, teachers may decide to provide pictures of balloons and pictures of sandbags that are copied onto cardstock and cut out with scissors. Children may then model their problems through manipulating these concrete materials in the manner discussed above. Children who have had some exposure to this activity with concrete materials will begin to solve problems by simply drawing their own balloons and sandbags on paper and recording their actions (see Figures 6 and 7). In Figure 6, a sixth-grade student is solving the problem -2 + 6. She begins with two sandbags to represent the -2. Then she adds 6 balloons. Next, she circles pairs of balloons and sandbags to create “zero pairs.” Once she has made all the zero pairs she can, she knows that the remaining pieces represent the answer. She has four balloons left so writes her answer as 4.

Figure 7 shows an eighth-grade student solving a subtraction problem, 3-8. She begins with three balloons. She writes that she needs to take away 8 balloons so she must add balloon/sandbag pairs. Observing the student, we asked her how she knew how many balloon/sandbag pairs to add. She said she knew she needed 5 pairs because 3 + 5 = 8. Once the student had 8 balloons to remove, she crossed the balloons out leaving five sandbags.

\[-2 + 6 = 4\]

*Figure 6. An example of a 6th grader’s work on -2 + 6*
Conclusion

These methods of teaching integer arithmetic are only a small sample, but they are indicative of a class of methods that appeals not only to good pedagogical sense, but also to current research in cognitive psychology. Some people may argue that the Balloons and Sandbags model is simply another set of rules for adding and subtracting integers. While there are certainly some “rules” for implementing the Balloons and Sandbags model correctly, these rules are based on the embodied notions of addition as “joining together” and subtraction as “taking away from.” Contrast this with some of the other popular sets of rules for integers that involve switching signs according to certain patterns. These rules may often be efficient, but this efficiency comes at the expense of contradicting a student’s embodied sense of arithmetic.
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Toddler Engagement in Math through Play at a Child Development Center

By Jill M. Davis

Mathematics is an important part of young children's lives. They use mathematics to solve problems, order their universe, and make sense of their world (Geist, 2009). Evidence of mathematical thinking can be observed throughout the early childhood classroom as children place one cup in front of each chair at the dramatic play center, pour sand into different sized containers at the sensory table, and sort manipulatives into their containers during clean-up time. However, children construct mathematical ideas long before entry into school. In fact, it is during the first 5 years that children begin to learn the concepts that will support the formal math learned later in life (Hansen, 2005; National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, 2000). However, there is an extremely limited amount of research on mathematical knowledge of children under the age of 5, especially toddlers (Björklund, 2008; Reikerås, Løge, & Knivsberg, 2012; Sarama & Clements, 2009). The purpose of this research was to explore how toddlers, ages 1 to 3, engage in mathematics through play at a child development center.

Literature Review

Researchers support the idea that infants begin to develop an understanding of mathematical concepts beginning at birth (Clements, 2005; Greenberg, 2012; Ozdogan, 2011; Reikerås, et al., 2012). In fact, Geist (2001) proposed that children have a mathematical acquisition device that allows them to attain mathematical concepts without direct teaching. He analogizes this to Chomsky's theory of an innate language acquisition device. Just as children are born ready to learn language and build literacy concepts, they are also born ready to develop mathematical understandings. This mathematical acquisition device enables young children to construct the foundation necessary for later mathematical understanding, described as emergent mathematical understanding. He believed that the earliest understandings occur during the first few months of life, long before children are able to verbally express their ideas. They use actions to demonstrate what they are unable to articulate through language. These actions are often expressed
通过游戏。

Lee (2012) 研究了13个月至三岁幼儿的数学游戏。她分析了孩子们的动作和互动，并识别了七个数学游戏类别：空间、数字、测量、形状、模式、分类和问题解决。空间包括空间理解和空间探索。数字包括计数、基数知识，以及数字作为符号的使用。测量概念包括讨论非标准测量，如体积和重量。命名、代表和操纵几何形状被归入形状类别。模式包括重复的动作和歌曲。分类包括对物体、数据和想法的分类。问题解决包括使用策略来解决物理和认知上的问题。前六个类别在单个游戏片段中观察到，而问题解决则在其他六个类别中表现出来。Lee 的观察表明，在托儿室可以看到多种数学。

研究方法

研究问题问的是“在幼儿发展中心的孩子，一到三岁的孩子，在游戏中会接触到什么数学概念？”这项以质性单例为基础的研究在一个为学院和社区服务的托儿中心进行。它作为一个全年无休的全职托儿所为教职员工、员工和社区成员提供服务。目的抽样表明，以孩子为中心的、以游戏为基础的导向使该研究成为可能。参与者包括孩子们和他们的老师。有12个孩子，6名男性和6名女性，年龄在19-31个月之间。10个孩子（83.3%）是白人，1个孩子（8.3%）是美洲原住民，1个孩子（8.3%）是黑人和美洲原住民混血。所有孩子和他们的家庭都说英语是他们的母语。所有父母都同意让他们的孩子参加研究。教室里的两位主教都是白人女性。Katie，23岁，工作时间是早上7点到下午4点。在研究期间，她正在攻读早期儿童教育学士学位。作为较低年龄托儿班的前主教，她与8个孩子一起参加了这次研究。Tonya，29岁，工作时间是早上10点到下午6点。她完成了硕士学位。
in Psychology. She had several years of experience working with preschoolers but this was her first experience as the lead teacher in a toddler classroom. While there were several assistant teachers and student teachers present during data collection, the focus of the study was on the toddlers’ primary caregivers.

I collected data from three primary sources: observations, interviews, and field notes. At various times of the day, I observed self-guided play. Although I initially positioned myself in areas likely to have the most opportunity for mathematical play such as the block or manipulative center, when those areas were vacant, I moved to other occupied areas. The play episodes were audio-recorded and field notes were written during eight 30 minute collection periods. I transcribed the tapes and used field notes to expand the context. I conducted semi-structured interviews with the two lead teachers, focusing on the kinds of math concepts that the toddlers engaged in during play. These interviews were also audio-recorded and, later, transcribed. Member checks were done with the two lead teachers to determine accuracy. Using a starter list of codes taken from the literature, I read over the transcriptions from the interviews and observations several times. These codes corresponded to Lee’s (2012) seven categories of toddler math concepts during play, including numbers, space, measurement, shape, pattern, classification, and problem solving. I triangulated the data with entries from the field notebook.

**Research Findings**

There were three mathematical categories there were most often seen in the data: classification, number sense, and shape.

**Classification.** Classification, including early skills of matching and sorting, appeared in the data most often. Beatrice (26 months) matched shapes that the teacher taped on the ground.

Beatrice notices a large, green circle that Tonya had just taped to the ground. She walks to the easel where there are many laminated shapes. She chooses a circle and lays it on the large, green circle on the floor. Beatrice repeats this several times, choosing a small circle from the easel and laying it on the circle on the floor. When there are no more circles, she uses squares and the large, purple square on the other side of the room.

Most of the toddlers only sorted by a single attribute, generally color. For example, Landon (26 months) placed each of the plastic, colored farm animals in the corresponding
bowls. When he finished, he dumped out all of the animals and sorted by color again. Although this was typical for most toddlers, Katie described how Zander (27 months) demonstrated his mathematical understanding using the same manipulatives.

He’ll first group them by color and then he’ll take them all out and group them by animal, not even looking at what the color is. So he might have a purple, blue, and green cow all grouped together, but they’re all cows. She compared this to some 4-year-olds who “were only able to group them one way where this child is 2 years old and he’s grouping them in two different ways.” Katie considered this ability to see more than one attribute in the same object to be atypical for Zander’s age.

**Number sense.** The second most often appearing category was number sense. This included one-to-one correspondence, counting, and numerical understanding. Katie described how Beatrice demonstrated both one to one correspondence and counting while she played with construction materials and a jack in the box.

We have bristle blocks on the ground and we have this pop-up toy. She [Beatrice] had it standing up, and she lined the bristle blocks on the ground as steps going up to the pop-up toy. She had an animal and she was going one by one on the bristle block, counting them: “One, two, three, four” until she got up to the door.

Both teachers differentiated between rote counting and understanding that numbers have meaning. Tonya shared an example of a child who had an understanding of number concepts.

They just automatically say the next number without having to sit there with their fingers (counting) one, two, three. You know, without having to count to find out what happens next. That would be the one that I would say, ‘Oh! He’s really understanding the number concepts and numbers.’ Just because they know how to count to 10 doesn’t mean that they understand what they’re doing... They could have memorized it because they’ve been counted with. You know, it’s great that they can count, but does it mean that they actually understand they’re counting objects? That those numbers mean something? Or is it just like singing their ABC’s?

Katie supported this and stated that many of the toddlers are starting to understand that “the number represents something.” According to her, the goal is for the toddlers to move beyond rote memorization.

Many of the older toddlers were observed counting. Nadine (31 months) lined up
the toy animals and counted, “One, two, three, four, five, six”. However, not all of the toddlers counted with understanding. Some of the toddlers used number words but did not necessarily use them in the correct order, especially when counting above three. McKenzie (25 months) played with a group of toy people. She counted them, pointing at some people twice and skipping others, “One, two, three, five, seven, nine!” Katie considered this and stated, “She is starting to count but doesn’t count in the correct order. So she is starting to understand how numbers work.”

The toddlers seemed to understand the smaller numbers when they used in a context that was meaningful. For example, Eleanor (29 months) used numbers when meaningful. Eleanor walks carefully across the room carrying a magnetic sphere on top of a cylinder. She almost bumps into Beatrice, who is holding the same shapes. Beatrice is pretending to lick the sphere. Eleanor smiles widely and exclaims, “I have one ice cream and Beatrice has one ice cream!”

Shapes. The third most observed category was shapes. All of the documented observations involved the children naming the shapes as they noticed them during the course of their play. Joshua (25 months) played with magnetic shapes at the light table. He handed a three-sided shape to the teacher and said, “It’s a triangle, Tonya.” Eleanor had a similar experience when she picked up a piece of her shape puzzle and stated, “It’s a circle.”

Both teachers discussed shapes as a part of mathematics but had differing opinions on the importance of shapes in the toddler classroom. Tonya considered shapes to be a “big thing” and devoted a lot of time to shape-related activities. She described an activity in which the toddlers went on a shape hunt.

When we had shapes and colors (as a theme), they would go around the room and find something else that resembled the shape or color that we were looking for. They went and found rectangles, triangles, and squares around the room and we’d come back and talk about all the differences that we saw in the shapes they found. Katie did not agree with her co-teacher’s assessment. While she went along with Tonya’s plans for doing a shape theme in the class, she confided, “A lot of parents are concerned with their children knowing their shapes. I don’t necessarily think that’s a big issue. They’re going to eventually learn them. I don’t think that’s something that should be pressed.”
Discussion

Most of the observed play and teacher discussion focused only on three of Lee’s (2012) seven categories of math: classification, number sense, and shapes. A possible explanation is that teachers tend to be narrow in their understanding of appropriate early childhood math concepts. These categories are the same areas that are typically highlighted in early childhood math programs (Baratta-Lorton, 1995). Both of these teachers were familiar with preschool mathematics: one as the former lead teacher in a preschool class and one as an undergraduate in a university program that focused primarily on children ages preschool and older. An implication is that teacher must not only be exposed to but also understand a broad range of mathematical content so that all categories are encouraged during toddlers’ mathematical play.

With such a limited focus on mathematics with toddlers, there is a plethora of opportunities for research. Possible areas worth further exploration include the mathematical experience of children in more traditional childcare centers; a focus on the mathematical understanding of younger toddlers, and an investigation of how toddlers explore mathematics in other environments such as with their families at home.
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Professional Resources


In their recent publication, Douglas Clements and Julie Sarama provide an excellent resource for teachers of early mathematics. Learning and Teaching Early Math: The Learning Trajectories Approach summarizes the research done on early mathematics learning and teaching, namely “what is known about how children learn, and how to build on what they know.” The authors present learning trajectories that describe the developmental nature in how children learn mathematics starting from birth. Each learning trajectory is aligned with a specific mathematical topic, research that describes how children learn and understand the topic, and activities that encourage development of the topic along the trajectory. The book provides teachers with direction for understanding where their students’ mathematical abilities might be in relation to their chronological age and instructions on how to help students progress in their mathematical development.

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the Building Blocks project based on learning trajectories whose purpose was to find mathematics and develop mathematics from children’s activity. A detailed definition of a learning trajectory is presented as having three elements: a mathematical goal, a developmental path to reach that goal, and a set of instructional activities. Chapters 2-12 take the reader through specific early mathematics topics including number sense, counting, early addition and subtraction, place value, spatial thinking and shapes, and geometric measurement. Each chapter is highly structured and organized in like fashion. After presenting a summary of the research on the teaching and learning of the chapter topic, education experiences are discussed—those that hinder a child’s mathematical development and those that encourage it. This is also the part of the chapter where instructional activities are described—some in detail like those used in the Building Blocks project and others simply offered as suggestions. Finally, each chapter ends with a detailed description of the learning trajectory that outlines the developmental progression of the mathematical topic for that chapter. The last few chapters (13 – 16) are structured differently but still rely on research summary to discuss issues concerning how children think about mathematics and their mathematics affect. The authors also discuss equity concerns, contexts and curricula and specific instructional practices.
The intentions of the authors are clear—that the learning trajectory approach to teaching early mathematical topics is designed to help teachers, administrators and curriculum coordinators bolster early math achievement for all students. In particular, the authors purposed their book to be a highly valued and effective tool for early mathematics educators. The goal is achieved in many ways but there are some practical points that are worth mentioning. First, the book acts as a quick reference guide, a quality attributable to the way in which the chapters are structured and organized. Each chapter after the first applies the same flow of ideas to a new early math topic culminating with the learning trajectory. The learning trajectory is presented in a table format that also lends easily to quick reference. Any chapter can be taken separately but the authors caution the teacher-reader against reading only about the mathematical topic of interest because there are many elements that comprise the successful implementation of a learning trajectory and all elements must be fully considered. Therefore, in addition to the chapter of interest, the reader should also read the final three chapters for a more complete picture of the equity concerns and instructional practices that go along with using the learning trajectory approach. Another pragmatic quality of the book is the attention the authors give to summarizing the pertinent research regarding teaching and learning of early mathematics. The authors understand that the research field on these topics is vast and valuable, and they use practical language to put that research into the hands of those who can use it most effectively.

Although Clements and Sarama have created a seemingly thorough resource, the inclusion of some minor items might make it even more useful to teachers. Since the introduction of the Common Core Standards for Mathematics (CCSM), teachers are searching for ways to instruct their students according to the new guidelines. An additional section or chapter in the learning trajectories book that matches each learning trajectory with the appropriate Standards would further insure that teachers will successfully make the connections to practical implementation of the developmental progressions their students need and must experience. With direct reference to the CCSM, the guesswork is removed and a clear picture of what topics to teach and when to teach them is realized. Teachers would likely feel more confident in using the learning trajectory approach knowing those direct links to the CCSM (upon which their job performance is based) are presented alongside the research and instructional activities. Additionally, in regard to the
instructional activities, it would be particularly useful to have those listed in a table format for quick and easy recall. Although the authors admit that some learning trajectories rely heavily on activities from the Building Blocks project software, they do provide alternative “practical suggestions” for activities that serve the same goal of developmental progression. These suggestions are provided within the context of the chapters so it is necessary to fully read the chapter to glean ideas. Having a table format in which to summarize or present these alternative activities would save valuable time especially for those teachers who are committed to implementing the learning trajectories to meet the CCSM. These educators are the individuals that have already read the book and have agreed with the research—namely that “effective mathematics teaching involves meeting the students where they are and helping them build on what they know.”

Jenny Peters, Mathematics Instructor
Rogers State University


*Number Talks: Helping Children Build Mental Math and Computation Strategies, Grades K–5,* by Sherry Parish, is a practical guide for using focused classroom discussions to identify student strategies and build on those strategies to progress thinking, understanding, and reasoning. Number talks are becoming a vital piece of the mathematics classroom and build number sense, problem solving strategies, and computational fluency. Students build flexibility in thinking by sharing and building mathematical strategies. The book begins at the earliest stages of number talks, guiding teachers and facilitators in the implementation of number talks in their classroom. Parrish provides example strategies and purposefully constructed problems that have students developing specific strategies. The accompanying DVD allows teachers to view sample talks and how the strategies are built.
Number Talks is packed full of resources for teachers and facilitators. The resources are categorized by strategy and grade level, as well as NCTM alignment, for easy reference by the user. Section one of the book gives users a practical overview of exactly what a number talk is and how to prepare for them. These strategies are essential management routines and expectations for a number talk and building a mathematical community of learners. Facilitators are challenged to set expectations, goals, and roles for their number talks.

Thinking strategies for grades K-2 are the focus of the next section wherein Parrish identifies the strategies that are common to building number sense and aiding in computational fluency. Aligned with these strategy examples are the DVD example lessons enabling facilitators to see the strategies in action. The section outlines how students discuss and build efficient strategies through the discussions and modeling. Sample problems are given for each grade level and the strategies that the students should be moving into.

Grades 3 - 5 are the focus of the next section. The students continue to build more efficient strategies for addition and subtraction while also developing strategies for multiplication and division. In this section, the author again provides common strategies and encourages facilitators to be purposeful about anticipating student thinking and possible misconceptions. Section 3 also addresses the importance that real life contexts have on understanding. Parrish provides a plethora of problems for teachers to use in number talks. They are organized by grade and strategy in an effort to progress student thinking towards strategies that are more efficient.

The final section of the book is the Facilitator’s Guide. This guide zooms in on each grade level, discussing what a typical math class would look like including how much time should be spent on number talks, whole group, practice, etc. This section is designed to get the facilitators to think about their practices and continue to improve their teaching. The appendix offers more resources for facilitators including observations, answers to common questions and problems that they face.

This resource is easy to read, explicit in its content and focused on teacher usability. Teachers looking to begin using number talks to improve student computation and reasoning will find this resource straightforward and user friendly. As teachers continue to grow in their use of number talks, this resource can guide them by answering questions.
about problems they encounter, managing their time, as well as progressing student thinking. Teachers who are experienced in number talks can benefit from the strategy alignment and discussion questions that are included to improve the effectiveness of their math number talk time. This resource has a lot to offer anyone looking to build students’ mathematical learning. Students are challenged to build community, explore their thinking, and build their understanding through systematic development of strategies.

DeAnne Finley
Union Public Schools


In Classroom Discussions in Math: A Teachers Guide to Using Talk Moves to Support the Common Core and More, authors Suzanne Chapin, Catherine O'Conner and Nancy Canavan Anderson outline the necessity and purpose of meaningful talks in the mathematics classroom. This book guides educators through the process of creating and facilitating meaningful discourse in the classroom that is engaging to diverse learners. Authors discuss the benefits of math talks and the importance of having mathematical conversations in a setting that is conducive to mathematical thinking and accessible to all learners.

Section I of the book provides an overview of how to launch Math Talks in the classroom utilizing both whole group and small group discussions. Through this section teachers learn how talk can reveal student understandings as well as misconceptions in their mathematical thinking. They learn how to set norms for productive conversation which will support robust learning. Talk Moves are introduced to teachers as tools to invite participation and increase productivity of the talk in the classroom. Through these discussions the authors state that students will be able to engage and reason through the thinking of others while deepening their own understanding of the topics being discussed.

Knowing what math to talk about is a vital skill in developing math talks for the classroom. Section II gives guidance on how teachers can focus their talks on specific math...
concepts, procedures and strategies. Through the math talks in these chapters teachers help students build connections among ideas, discover computational strategies and their connections to algorithms. Most importantly, these talks help students connect computational procedures to concepts. Chapter 5 focuses on helping students discover methods for problem solving and determining appropriate and efficient strategies based on context. In this chapter teachers encourage students to embed the Common Core Mathematical Practices into their problem solving approaches.

In order to support teachers in their endeavor to create meaningful classroom conversations Section III outlines how teachers can foster student buy in, create talk based lesson plans and also addresses some frequently asked questions. The authors explain that students must see the importance of talk and its connection to their future as related to their careers and collaboration in problem solving outside of the math classroom. In the section about talk based lesson plans there are detailed directions, as well as considerations that teachers must make when planning mathematical talks in the classroom. Finally, the authors address some of the issues that are likely to arise as the classroom discourse unfolds. These issues include getting students to talk, diverse classroom populations and the need for differentiation, as well as managing classroom behavior during math talks and many others.

A great addition to the book is the DVD video resource that is included. The clips include excerpts from lessons in real classrooms across grade levels K-6 from schools in Massachusetts. Lessons are aligned with Common Core State standards and correlations are listed in the introduction to the book. Each video clip includes questions for discussion and reflection. These questions could be used during personal reflection as well as collaboration with colleagues. Additionally, the authors have included 2 lesson plans for each grade K-6. These lessons are designed around the concepts and procedures outlined throughout the book and are tied to Common Core Standards as well. These lessons can be used as they are written or can be easily modified to fit the needs of any classroom.

By using the strategies outlined in Classroom Discussions in Math, teachers will learn how to build an atmosphere of mutual respect and support where students will feel comfortable and confident in sharing their mathematical thinking. Building on the importance of social interaction, these talks provide students with opportunities to use each other as resources, share their ideas with others and participate in the joint construction of
knowledge. Students become actively involved in the learning process through equitable participation and teachers serve as guides to lead their students in mathematically sound directions.

Moriah Widener-Jenks Public Schools
Melynee Naegele-Claremore Public Schools
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